Applications of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are versatile, from solving distributed combinatorial problems through playing graphical games, to performing agents-based simulation. The present paper discuss a new versatile MAS simulation and analysis tool which has several specialized APIs focuses on a specific application domains like Distributed Constraint Reasoning (DCR), Game Theory, ABM, etc. AgentZero is specifically designed for the specification, implementation, and evaluation of distributed algorithms and simulation. AgentZero provides full support to researchers in the form of an extensive agent-based environment for algorithmic research that includes a distributed run-time environment, built-in performance measures that are automatically used by all algorithms, and visualization tools that help design and understand the behavior of complex scenarios. The API of the AgentZero simulator is described and important architectural decisions that enable analysis and smooth implementation of a variety of algorithms are explained and described. In the context of agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE), AgentZero exemplifies two aspects: an agent-based simulation environment and tools, and a variety of development and runtime aids for agentbased algorithms and systems.
Introduction
A Multi-Agent System [1] (MAS) is a distributed system composed of multiple autonomous agents. An agent is an independent software entity which strives to reach a goal; the goal can be either private or shared by several agents. To reach its goal, an agent can communicate with other agents by using message passing. An agent has its own local memory and in most cases the information that an agent holds can be classified into the following categories: public data -which the agent is willing to share with other agents; private data -which the agent would like to keep for itself; and tradable data -which is kept private but can be traded with other agents with the purpose of influencing them to perform a desired action.
Agent-oriented systems have many applications asides from Distributed Constraint Reasoning [2] . In the robotics field for example, the agent-oriented approach is used to coordinate robots performing complex actions cooperatively. In the navigation field -applications like Waze [3] are a multi-agent system designed to help drivers navigate by sharing information available to different agents. Managing and working with big data is also a field where the agentoriented approach plays a crucial role. The Map Reduce paradigm [4] where different agents process different parts of the data in order to extract needed information is becoming the de facto framework for storing and processing massive data.
MAS applications deployment and testing are inherently complicated. Distributed programming is a resource consuming task in terms of time and cost. A distributed environment is hard to predict. Therefore when analyzing distributed algorithms or applications one will have a hard time factoring out the influence of the environment. An even harder task is to control the environment properties in order to check the application under different conditions e.g., with or without message loss, with or without data corruption, varying network speed, etc. For these reasons, simulation tools form an important measure to be used when developing and examining MAS applications and algorithms. This paper presents an innovative general purpose multi-agent simulation environment that includes a convenient API for designing, implementing, and testing distributed agent based algorithms.
The AgentZero framework is a MAS simulator tailored for the research community. The framework includes a convenient API for different disciplines (i.e., DCR [5] , Graphical Games [6] , Agent-Based Modeling [7] , stochastic MAS simulations, etc.) which allows a mild learning curve of algorithm implementation and of behavior characteristics. Despite the offered simplicity, the framework allows its users a fine grained control over the simulated environment. In addition, AgentZero is bundled with a diverse set of features aimed to help its users study the behavior and the impact of designed algorithms on diverse environments. An innovative feature of AgentZero is the ability to combine several disciplines together under a single simulation. For example, an Agents-Based Model can be constructed that uses smart DCR-based agents running a search algorithm. This can enable researchers to study the behavior and influence of smart agents on models that closely resemble real world problems.
The realm of multi-agents simulation has moved up in the last decade. From supporting a multi-agents framework that enables programming and running the agents and communication among them, to the much wider world of enabling the design and analysis of complex distributed algorithms for multi-agents. These include a wide range of logical scenarios -from playing games on a graph of selfinterested agents, to modeling simple reactive agents to a complex environment.
The generic and general concept of a multi-agents system is introduced in Section 2, by describing several common settings and properties of different multiagent systems, as well as the way AgentZero realizes these settings. Section 3 includes an example implementation of a DCR algorithm that uses AgentZero, together with a short explanation of the simulation behind the scenes. The de-tails of the simulated execution of AgentZero are briefly reviewed in Section 4, followed by a comparison of AgentZero to different tools that are available in the MAS domain, in Section 5.
Common MAS Properties
A common MAS architecture entails the implementation of every agent as an autonomies application. Consequently, architectures for multi-agent systems commonly include a message passing mechanism in support of agent communication. In most cases one can think about agents as if they each hold a partial view of a large model, for example, in the DCR field each agent holds its local set of constraints which together represent a constraint satisfaction or optimization problem. One can think of game-theoretic agents (players) as each holding a set of actions and a partial view of the payoff function. ABM agents, although commonly thought of as unrelated to the above two agent types, exhibit similar characteristics where the large model is the world they are operating in and their local parts contain their individual properties. Correctly modeling the common parts of the multi-agent architecture plays a key role in creating a general purpose MAS simulation and research framework like AgentZero.
Agents Cooperation and Privacy
A typical distributed multi-agent setting assumes that the knowledge of agents about their environment is limited in scope. Agents can influence the actions of one another using message passing by exposing information, performing negotiation, etc. The cooperation level of the agents varies. At one end there are fully cooperative agents that can be generally described as agents that agree to follow a common protocol for the sake of a shared goal, while at the other end self-interested agents can be thought of as agents that try to maximize only their own gain. Between these two ends reside the agents of Agents-Based Modeling (ABM [7] ) which react to changes in their surrounding in a way that can be thought of as partially-cooperative.
Execution Modes
An important attribute of any multi-agent system is its mode of execution. There are two primary modes of execution: asynchronous, and synchronous [8] . The asynchronous mode is the more general case. In this mode, there is no assumption of synchronization between the agents. The sent messages will get to their destination eventually. As in TCP [9] , there are no assumptions on the message ordering between different agents, but in case that an agent sends two messages one after the other to the same recipient -the message that was sent first will arrive first. This mode is similar to the way the internet network operates. The synchronous mode is an iterative-like mode, in a way of thinking. In this mode the agents operate in a round by round fashion. Any message sent at round i will reach its destination at round i+1. Agents are aware of the round at which they operate and are assumed to process and respond to all messages from round i before round i+1 starts. In a real network, a synchronous execution can be achieved by using different a variety of synchronization techniques [10] . This type of execution is applicable in many cases including computer games, online bidding, and stochastic simulations.
MAS Simulation via Agent Zero
AgentZero is a java-based, extensible MAS simulator and research tool. It provides a simulated agent execution environment and application analysis support. It is composed of a high performance and modular execution system together with an extensive set of analysis tools. The framework has several specialized APIs already included (e.g., DCR, Game Theoretic, ABM, etc.) which make the development of related agents a breeze -more APIs are relatively easy to create by 3 rd parties. AgentZero provides an intuitive programming API. It has the capabilities to simulate a multi-agent environment on a single computer and to attach many types of statistical profilers, debug assisting tools and visualizations into the simulated environment. AgentZero has an advanced experiment definition API which allows it users to easily create wide range of experiments and even combine agents from different disciplines together (e.g., run ABM simulation on a predefined world, reduce the resulted world state to a DCOP problem, solve this problem, reduce the results back to a world state and continue the ABM simulation) On this matter, AgentZero is a good example of practical MAS development and engineering aids.
AgentZero modularity
In order for a simulator to be useful for a wide range of applications it must be capable of supplying generic services which can be applied to any agent-oriented application implemented on top of it. AgentZero's design goal was to define wide range of generic services that can be automatically used by all implemented applications and algorithms. These services, applied to a wide range of applications with different inherent structures, are the basis for the usability of the simulator as a research tool for investigating and performing comparative evaluation of agent-oriented driven applications. Principles of the design of AgentZero are listed below:
-Simple agent design -following a simple API, the agent has access to a set of comprehensive utilities and can be implemented in a way that is indifferent to the execution mode and to the collected statistics. Fundamental actions of the agents are automatically monitored by the system in order to provide useful statistics -this reduces to a minimum the need to write code that is unrelated to the actual agent behavior. -Powerful message passing mechanism -messages are passed by value and are conveniently handled in an RPC fashion; statistical message delays [11] can be applied in order to measure the application's behavior under different network conditions without slowing down the actual execution. Additional utilities included in the mechanism, e.g., automatic idle detection and message timestamps. -Both Synchronous and Asynchronous executions are supported out of the box. A lot of effort has made to optimize the execution system, it has the ability to scale to a large number of agents (limited only by the machine memory). In addition it automatically adapt its CPU usage and execution strategy to the algorithm it executing in order to achieve better performance. -Generic performance measurements -Measuring performance of a distributed application is a crucial and challenging task. For example, the total execution time of a distributed algorithm in a simulated environment provides little information when the number of agents exceeds the number of concurrent computational cores in the system. Providing a measure of all non-concurrent actions (e.g., NCSC [12] ) is both technically challenging and prone to mistakes. In this respect, AgentZero provides standard, application independent measurements. -Real incomplete information -A typical distributed multi-agent setting assumes that the knowledge of agents about their environment is limited in scope. In simulated agent-based environments (such as AgentZero), this limitation is enforced by the framework, leading to realistic implementation of algorithms and applications. -General purpose tools and modules -as more algorithms and applications are introduced, the number of re-occurring parts used as building blocks, increases. These can include a set of preprocessing procedures, common data structures, and benchmark problem structures. Providing such services, tools and pluggable modules do more than just simplifying the work of application and algorithm designers; it also generates a common ground for the reference research community to facilitate comparison among implementations.
DCR Agent Implementation Example
To comprehend how a good API can ease the pain of agent development and analysis let us now step through an example of an implementation of a wellknown DCR algorithm: SBT -Synchronous Back Tracking [13] . The algorithm assumes that constraints map join assignments to either "satisfiable" or "inconsistent" constraints, which makes the problem a Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem. The SBT approach for solving this type of problem is the simplest possible. This algorithm make the following common assumptions:
-Every agent handles only one variable (which means that in this simple example an agent and a variable can be treated as the same thing). -The domain of the variables is represented as a set of natural numbers.
-Only binary constraints are available in the given problem.
-The agents are lexicographically ordered. That is, agent i precedes agent j in the total ordering if i < j.
Given the previous assumptions, Algorithm 1 is the SBT pseudo code. The algorithm's starting point can be seen in the initialize method. This method is the first to be called by each agent; any other operations that the agent may perform will be in response to receiving a message. The first agent initializes the search by creating a CPA, assigning its variable on the CPA and sending the CPA to the next agent. Every agent that receives the CPA tries to assign its variable without violating constraints with the assignments on the CPA. If the agent succeeds to find such an assignment to its variable, it appends the assignment to the tuple on the CPA and sends it to the next agent. If it cannot find a consistent assignment, it sends the CPA back to the previous agent to change its assignment, thus performing a chronological backtrack. An agent that receives a backtrack message removes the assignment of its variable and tries to reassign it with a consistent value. The algorithm ends successfully if the last agent manages to find a consistent assignment for its variable. The algorithm realizes that no solution exists if the first agent encounters an empty domain [13] . Written in Java, Algorithm 2 presents an SBT implementation corresponding to the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 1. The previously mentioned pseudo code assumptions still apply and most of the algorithm's pseudo-code can be directly translated into AgentZero API. 
Implementation Details
The following covers the part of the API related to agent implementation as can be seen in Algorithm 2. Agents in AgentZero extend the DCRAgent abstract class -this class provides an extensive domain specific language for agents and the following features:
-Single initialization point -every agent defines a start method which will get automatically called as soon as the agent is started. -Message sending -using the API: send(< message−name >, < message− args >).to*(. . .). This send method is a variadic method which follows the fluent API [14] characteristics and returns a mediation object which allow the user to explicitly supply the message recepients using methods like: toNextAgent, toNeighbores, etc.
-Message to method binding -in the above example one may notice the usage of the @WhenReceived(< message − name >) annotation. This syntax will cause the agent to automatically call the annotated method when a message with name equals to the name specified in the annotation arrives. This behavior resembles RPC behavior, which makes it very easy to manage messages. -Termination signaling -instead of handling the termination of the agent itself, the SimpleAgent includes many useful "finish*" methods which automatically broadcast a termination signal. Due to the fact that AgentZero is a simulated MAS environment, several of the "finish*" methods also support submitting the algorithm's results, which can then be tested for correctness or aggregated into a final report. 
Technical aspects of Simulated Execution
AgentZero simulates a complex MAS network using CPU user space threads. An extension that offers a limited execution on GPU threads (Kernels) is in progress. In the following section, a technical overview of the execution simulation is described.
Underlying Execution Environment
In order to be able to transparently collect statistics and provide powerful execution services AgentZero maintain a lightweight implementation of operatingsystem-like architecture. In its core, the execution system is a user-space-threads implementation along with a smart adaptive multi-threaded scheduler. This allows AgentZero to execute a virtually unlimited number of agents with good performance. When the execution starts, a configuration file (which is editable via easy to use user interface) is read by the system, the configuration file describes the existence of modules (which corresponds to kernel drivers) and their needed parameters. The configured modules are loaded into the system and get initialized, then the pseudo-operating-system boots and starts to execute the agents. Since objects in java are passed by reference, to build a local agent memory, all messages which are passed between agents are automatically deep-copied. This structure together with supporting modules allows AgentZero to support a diversity of discipline-related MAS architectures. AgentZero comes bundled with many module implementations, the module implementations themselves are not closely coupled with the system, this makes the creation of new modules and algorithms via 3 rd party implementers very easy, as one needs not care about the execution environment internal architecture and its comprising components. In fact, many of the modules which AgentZero comes bundled with were contributed by the BGU DCR group members while working with the tool. AgentZero has an extensive documentation where you can find all the standard module names.
Front-End
An important aspect which is often missed or neglected by other research tools and MAS frameworks is the front-end and the ease of use both for new and for advanced users. AgentZero walks the extra mile by providing simple and powerful front end for developers and researchers.
Developement User Interface During the development phase, the developer has certain needs that cannot be fully satisfied without a proper user interface. For example, to optimize the algorithm the developer has a need to watch statistical data immediately after each execution. To debug the algorithm, it can be helpful to be able to see the problem, view run-time logs and even sometimes look at visualizations to better understand the way in which the algorithm works. AgentZero attempts at addressing all these needs via an interactive Eclipse plugin.
Visualizations One of the best ways for understanding how an algorithm (or an application) works is to observe visualizations which represent different points of view on the algorithm's execution. An important feature of AgentZero is its ability to visualize the simulated environment. Visualizing an application execution is a two steps process, analysis step and visualization step. The first step includes monitoring an execution by watching the side-effects it induces on the environment, marking important events and distributing them into continuous frames to be interpreted by the visualization step. In Synchronous execution this step is relatively easy. In asynchronous mode where each agent uses its own "timezone" this step requires a much more complicated mechanism. AgentZero alleviates the Non Concurrent Steps of Computation [12] (NCSC) statistic collection algorithm in order to associate events with frames. Each agent has its own step count, when a message from agent with step-count i is received by a second agent with step-count j AgentZero interpolates the events in between this transition such that they are correctly associated to correct frames. Fig. 1 shows one of AgentZero's available visualizations -the network traffic visualization which allows the user to understand the impact that each agent has on the simulated network. 
Comparison to related MAS simulators
AgentZero is a relatively new addition to the available MAS tools in general and to the DCR research field in particular. In the following we briefly describe several existing tools and compare them to AgentZero.
DisChoco [15] a Java platform for solving Distributed Constraints Reasoning (DCR) problems developed by Redouane Ezzahir and Mohamed Wahbi it came with relatively extensive library of problem generators and uses an internal communication simulator, it also has the ability to deploy the agents in a real distributed system. FRODO [16] is a Java open-source framework for distributed combinatorial optimization, initially developed at the Articial Intelligence Laboratory (LIA) of cole Polytechnique Fdrale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland. FRODO comes with several built in algorithms and a suite of problem generators for benchmarking. MASS The Multi-Agent Simulation Suite (MASS [17] ) is a software package intended to enable modelers to utilize the tools of agent-based simulation in various fields, without having to develop heavy programming skills using a dedicated programming language. MASS is a generic MAS simulation suite.
In Table 1 we compare the different multi-agent simulation tools along various functionality, usability, and practical criteria. Our observations indicate that AgentZero, although generic and applicable to many domains, specifically introduces benefits for the DCR simulation domain. Note that AgentZero supports most of the features provided by existing simulation tools and also provides a simple, extensive and better streamlined user experience and research facilities. 
Out-of-the box statistics, execution visualizations and tools
We were able to find one visualization, several statistics.
No visualizations, several statistics.
Contains a suite for defining statistics and visualizations by hand.
Several visualizations and statistics.
Possibility to write non DCR related agents
Based on Choco which is a general MAS.
Yes.
Yes.
Simulation of local memory on local execution
No, sharing pointers to messages.
No.
Achieved by deepcopying the messages automatically.
Support for execution timeouts
Unknown. Yes -only in local mode.
Yes.
Tools for analyzing results
The UI shows some options but they are not implemented. The present paper introduces AgentZero a generic multi-purpose MAS simulation and analysis tool which has a convenient API for several common disciplines including DCR. For the DCR aspect, an example of an agent implementing distributed constraints satisfaction search was presented. In order to alleviate the burden of design and testing of MAS agents, a simulation tool like AgentZero is a necessity. In its core, AgentZero is an Agent-based simulator which include set of APIs specializes in different agent oriented environments. It exposes a relatively simple and intuitive API for implementing agents and has the ability to measure the efficiency of the behavior of agents following the algorithmic protocol in the simulated environment. AgentZero provides a solution for researchers investigating the behavior of different algorithms as it enables comparative simulated studies without the need to set up a large costly and complicated network of agents. For this reason it serves as one of the main research tools at the BGU DCR group and it is used by students in several DCR related courses. One can say that MAS simulators are an essential tool for every MAS development and testing environment and not only specific to the DCR area. One may also comment on the need for them to be adjustable and extensible, as suggested by AgentZero. A lot has been learned while developing and applying AgentZero. On the technical side we have learned about different models for simulation of multi-agent system environments. The design and development process has started from the simple but resource wasteful agent per thread model and ended up by developing our own "pseudo-operating-system" which yields much better performance and abilities. From our users we learned that the most difficult task related to writing applications on top of a multi agent system (a.k.a., agents) is the debugging process. Having a locally simulated environment makes it possible to use general purpose debugging tools. Still, this task remains difficult. AgentZero was already used in research setting [18] [19] [20] . AgentZero is continuously maintained, and we intend to keep extending it. One example is the addition of support for a dynamic execution environment, where agents and agent properties can be dynamically changed over time. Another example includes the addition of built-in support for scenario logging and reconstruction a feature that we hope will reduce the complexity of debugging the agents' execution.
